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Our dysregulated, dissociative adult clients are often overwhelmed by sudden surges of painful emotions 

that are difficult to manage. They live life lurching from one triggering episode to the next. This kind 

of constant, unmanaged, emotional upheaval puts safe and effective EMDR out of reach. In this book 

I share stabilization interventions, from my Developmental Needs Meeting Strategy (DNMS) model, 

that can remedy this problem. 

Child ego states stuck in wounding childhood experiences are at the core of emotion dysregulation. 

Bringing them into the present is very stabilizing. The book teaches how to mobilize loving, vetted, 

internal Resources so we can get them lovingly connected to wounded child parts. It explains how we 

can talk to child parts, attune to child parts, clear their misunderstandings, orient them to present time, 

build rapport when they’re oppositional, and clear blocks to stabilization. As more and more wounded 

parts get stabilized, the client does too, eventually stable enough for EMDR 

In Chapter 1, The Challenge of EMDR Trauma Treatment, I highlight the difference between trauma 

wounding and attachment wounding. In short, trauma wounding comes from bad things that happened—

like assaults, earthquakes, and accidents, while attachment wounding comes from important good 

things that didn’t happen—like loving, attuned validation and empathy from emotionally supportive 

parents. I introduce the concept of foundational stability versus foundational instability. Foundational 

stability develops in childhood as attachment needs are met and children learn to regulate their 

emotions. Foundationally stable clients are great candidates for EMDR, because after a trauma, EMDR 

can quickly restore their pre-trauma stability. Foundational instability develops in childhood when 

attachment needs are not met well enough, and children fail to learn to regulate their emotions. This 

can happen even when there is no trauma wounding at all. Foundationally unstable clients can become 

good candidates for trauma processing after enough attachment wounds are healed. 

In Chapter 2, Ego State Theory and Therapy Overview, I cover the basics of ego state theory, including 

how healthy and wounded ego states come into existence. I describe different types of wounded parts. 

They’re in a trance, feeling very stuck in the past. I discuss how parts of self within the self-system can 

interact with each other in a variety of ways, from cooperative to combative. I describe the mechanics 

of how wounding experiences are stored in the brain and how reminders of those experiences can 

trigger wounded parts. I also describe how we as therapists can talk directly to wounded parts to help 

them get connected to loving, supportive internal Resources who can comfort and reassure them. I 

conclude with an overview of the DNMS stabilization interventions. 

In Chapter 3, Treating Adults Wounded in Childhood, I offer additional clarity into the differences between 

trauma and attachment wounding. I frame childhood wounding in terms of unmet needs. I consider 

trauma wounding to be unmet physical safety needs while attachment wounding is unmet emotional 

needs. Non-relational trauma wounding, like an accidental injury, is usually easier to treat, than 

relational trauma inflicted by a person, especially when the hurtful person was a primary caregiver, like 

a parent. When we prepare clients for EMDR we must consider the context of the trauma in light of 

how well attachment needs were met. I offer a variety of sample case scenarios to illustrate how we 

might conceptualize cases with varying combinations of childhood trauma and attachment wounds.  

In Chapter 4, Getting a History, I describe a way of taking a history that specifically helps us understand 

a client’s degree of attachment wounding. Part of the questioning uses my Quality of Attachment 



Interview Questionnaire. I show how the process of getting a history can be very validating and healing 

while minimizing the risk of overwhelm.  

In Chapter 5, Introducing DNMS Ego State Therapy to Clients, I list the main DNMS ego state therapy 

concepts and interventions—framed as preparation for EMDR. When we explain this to clients, they’re 

able to give informed consent.  

In Chapter 6, Mobilizing Healing Circle Resources, I describe three internal Resources—a Nurturing Adult 

Self, Protective Adult Self, and Spiritual Core Self. I detail the steps for mobilizing each one and bringing 

them together to form a team. Because the Resources are fully vetted, they’re well qualified to meet 

the emotional needs of wounded child parts. I devote a substantial portion of this chapter to discussing 

complications to this process and remedies for handling them.  

In Chapter 7, Mobilizing Provisional Resources, I detail the steps for mobilizing a team of two or three 

internal Provisional Resources and bringing them together to form a team. While this process is usually 

much faster and easier for clients than mobilizing Healing Circle Resources, Provisional Resources are 

generally not as powerful. They’re “provisional” in the sense that they’ll be a client’s Resource team until 

Healing Circle Resources can be mobilized later—like a small spare tire can get you home, until your 

flat tire can be replaced later. A substantial portion of the chapter provides remedies for processing 

complications.  

In Chapter 8, Establishing a Special Safe Place, I outline the steps for guiding clients to establish a wonderful, 

fun place for wounded parts—like a Scout Camp, Beach Resort, or Amusement Part. It’s a place for 

wounded parts to rest and play while waiting for their time to heal. 

In Chapter 9, Setting an Effective Therapy Goal, I explain why therapy goals focused on changing unwanted 

behaviors can upset wounded parts who are fond of those behaviors. I outline steps to determine if 

any wounded parts object to a client’s therapy goals. This is followed by directions on how to enlist 

wounded parts’ help in replacing problematic goals with new goals that all parts like. 

In Chapter 10, Nurturing Interventions, I show how to select a target issue based on a current trigger, 

a recent trigger, or a long-standing issue. I describe how we invite clients to connect to their Resource 

team and invite forward wounded parts connected to the target issue. I show how we encourage the 

wounded parts to talk about their story while they receive lots of validation, empathy, and support 

from the loving, attuned Resources. 

In Chapter 11, Providing Needed Information, I offer a list of ways we can educate wounded parts. We 

can teach them directly, we can get the Resources to teach them, or we can help them self-discover 

information they’re missing. The chapter is filled with scripts and metaphors for explaining concepts, 

for filling in missing information, and for clearing misunderstandings. It’s a treasure trove of psycho-

educational interweaves.  

In Chapter 12, Managing Enmeshment, I provide the DNMS definition of enmeshment: the preoccupation 

with another person’s mood or well-being to the degree it inhibits anxiety-free play and exploration. The 

needs of self are perceived as less important than the needs of the other. I explain why wounded child 

parts who are stuck in enmeshing childhood relationships can fear healing. I describe two simple inter-

ventions laser-focused on removing the shackles of enmeshment. 

In Chapter 13, Orienting to Present Time, I explain that wounded parts are more or less stuck in the 

past and stuck in a trance. I provide a list of sample questions that help wounded parts self-discover 

the safety of the present moment. I describe my Adult Body Intervention, which helps child parts discover 

they’re in an adult body now so they can now enjoy the power that adulthood brings. Bringing 

wounded parts out of the past and into the present brings great relief. 



In Chapter 14, Explaining about the Harmless Recording, I review how the brain records wounding 

messages we get from unkind people and plays them back later. If the brain records a message, like 

“You’re bad,” from someone in childhood, it can play it back in adulthood. This playback can trigger 

wounded parts stuck in the childhood experience. The intensely painful emotions this evokes creates 

the illusion that the recording of the wounding person is just as real and important now as the person 

was back then. In reality, the recording itself is harmless, like a scary movie or a bad dream is harmless. 

In this chapter, I describe ways we help wounded parts understand that the old recordings that get 

triggered are actually harmless. This comes as a great relief. 

In Chapter 15, Wrapping Up a Session, I describe how we check in with wounded parts when it appears 

the Chapter 10-14 interventions have brought them out of trance. If we’ve succeeded, the target issue 

that started out triggering should feel very different. It should no longer transport the child part back 

to a painful past, and the adult self should feel better prepared to deal with the situation. I describe 

how to invite wounded parts to settle into their Special Safe Place at the end of a session.  

In Chapter 16, Controlling Reactive Parts, I note the unique challenges of working with highly defended, 

mistrusting, belligerent, and oppositional parts. They say things to us like “Admit it, you hate me,” 

“You’re a lying bitch,” and “You don’t really care, you’re just doing this for the money.” I outline how 

building trust and rapport can neutralize anger and belligerence. I offer many examples of how to greet 

hostility with radical acceptance. I clarify the use of terms like protector part, critical part, abuser introject, 

and inner perpetrator, which are often used interchangeably, and explain how these terms fit into the 

DNMS model. 

In Chapter 17, Attunement, I explore the art of attuning to clients. This includes a discussion of how to 

detect and follow-up on subtle signals of distress, and how to uncover core concerns and beliefs with 

clients who overintellectualize. Because therapist confusion is an inevitable part of ego state therapy, I 

teach methods for navigating bewilderment. I remind the reader of the Window of Tolerance—a state 

of mind where stress can be tolerated without getting hyper- or hypo-aroused. I contrast that with the 

DNMS Window of Nurturing Attunement—where wounded parts feel so loved and safe in the care of 

the Resources that they can tolerate stress without getting hyper- or hypo-aroused. I also describe 

what attuned grief processing looks like. I explore the challenges we face when we endeavor to talk to 

wounded parts. 

In Chapter 18, Overcoming Processing Blocks, I point out that clients and wounded parts do not always 

say outright what their blocking concerns are. When concerns are not readily articulated, we must 

detect and clarify them. I list the subtle clues that indicate a blocking fear or concern is present. Once 

a block is detected, we must determine what it is. I list a number of questions and interventions helpful 

in revealing a concern. I list remedies for several types of blocking concerns including here-and-now 

issues, missed priorities, missing information, misunderstandings, and trouble envisioning the healing 

process. I also detail remedies for several types of Resource-related concerns.  

Most of the interventions I describe in the book are illustrated with sample client-therapist dialogues. 

Readers can access a package of worksheets and checklists on the DNMS Institute website by going 

to ---------- and using the password ------. These worksheets and checklists make it easy to learn and 

apply these interventions in session. 

 

 


